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Abstract
This paper develops a formal framework to describe and reason about semantic
theories which provide measures of the eciency in time of process behaviours
The framework relies on the notions of reduction and observability and permits to
naturally explain the possible choices to incorporate timing information in terms of
process interaction mechanisms The framework provides a parameterized context
where wellknown and new theories can be formally compared and classied by a
suitable instantiation of the parameters Alternative SOSbased characterizations
are also provided
 Introduction
A number of attempts have been made to dene SOSbased theories of process
calculi which provide measures of the eciency in time of process behaviours
	
 Common to these semantic theories is the principle that each
sequential component of a process has its local independent clock namely
states of the underlying transition system are not simply process terms but
process terms equipped with local clocks It is the use of local clocks which
permits to represent and compute quantitative timing information of process
behaviours Moreover much standard process theory extends to this setting

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For instance in 
 an eciency preorder over processes was given while 

oered an algorithm for checking bisimilarity
The central issue of these semantic theories is the way in which the passing
of time on local clocks is modeled In these approaches the passage of time
on local clocks is not forced by a special tick action but it is the execution
of actions which makes local time progress a duration function  indicates
how much time an action requires to be executed This treatment of actions
distinguishes these approaches from other timed theories where actions are
durationless events see 	
 to cite a few Moreover the passage
of time on independent local clocks is progressing independently local clocks
synchronize only at explicit interaction points
The theories of processes with durational actions are broadly similar but
they are presented with dierent parameters which correspond to choices in the
modelling of the passage of time and in the synchronization policies of local
clocks However the details of the SOS semantics may hinder the specic
choice of the parameters This can lead to diculty in understanding the
limitation of each theory and in recognizing the common points and the subtle
dierences among them
Let us consider the process p    ab j   c where the local clocks of the
two parallel processes are set up to  For simplicity we assume that actions
a b and c have duration   and  respectively By adopting the approaches
of 
 and 
 we have
p
a
   b j   c
b
   nil j   c
c
   nil j   nil
where at indicates that t is the timing of the occurrence of the action a
Focusing on the modelling of time passing on local clocks we note

There is no time passing between the execution of the actions in each parallel
component actions are eager ie they happen as soon as possible

Computations are illtimed ie the timing of action occurrences in compu
tations does not necessarily follow the temporal order
Instead by taking the approach of 
 we have
p
a
   b j   c
b
   nil j   c
c
   nil j   nil
Here dierent parameters for modelling the passage of time are taken

Actions can be delayed before being executed ie they are lazy

Computations are welltimed ie the timing of action occurrences follows
a temporal order
Another important point concerns the treatment of synchronization For
instance in 
 two processes may synchronize if they are ready at the same
time For instance
t  ae j t  af
ta	
 t 	 
a  e j t	 
a  f

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where 
a is the duration of action a The resulting bisimulation semantics is
compositional but it is not related to its untimed counterpart namely Milners
strong bisimulation 

For 
 instead eagerness of actions is broken by synchronization
when two processes interact the fastest process waits for the slowest busy
waiting interaction mechanism
t

 ae j t

 af
ta	
 t	 
a  e j t	 
a  f
where t  max
t

 t

 However the mixture of eager actions with busy
waiting synchronizations has the main drawback that so called performance
bisimulation is not compositional bisimilarity is not preserved by parallel
composition
By combining these parameters several classes of process semantics can
be obtained Some of them have already been studied in the literature others
are new and interesting in their own right In this paper a mathematical
framework based on the notion of reduction and observability is introduced
This framework allows the classication of the dierent proposals following
the parameters which underlie the choices of the axioms for the passage of
time on local clocks
Reduction semantics are written in a dierent style than ordinary SOS
semantics A reduction semantics is centered around the notion of reduction
which describes the basic computational paradigm of interactions among pro
cesses Focusing on reduction has the main benet that the three parameters
 eager lazy and busywaiting  naturally emerge as separate concepts of
process interactions
The three parameters are represented by a reduction axiom of the form
t

 
ae	    j t

 
af 	   
t
 t  
e j f
What makes the dierence among the three mechanisms is the constraint on
the time t in which the interaction occurs In the eager case t  t

	 
a 
t

	 
a Instead t  max
t

 t

	 
a for the busywaiting paradigm while
t  max
t

 t

	 
a for the lazy case Similarly the dichotomy of welltimed
vs illtimed is easily handled by the denition of the reduction relation
Besides reduction rules observation predicates are the other fundamental
ingredient of our framework They allow to observe the interaction capabilities
of processes Again we propose dierent classes of observation predicates
corresponding to dierent assumptions on which properties of a process can
be observed
In this paper the formal relationships among the dierent semantic theo
ries are studied using the notion of barbed bisimulation and barbed congruence

 Two processes are barbed equivalent if they satisfy the same observa
tion predicates and by performing a reduction can evolve to processes that
are still equivalent Two processes are barbed congruent if they are equivalent
in all contexts

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Alternative characterizations of barbed congruences in terms of SOS se
mantics are also provided Reduction semantics shows up especially useful in
suggesting the structure of the corresponding SOS semantics For instance
in the busywaiting paradigm dierent the SOS semantics suggested by the
reduction semantics turns out to be compositional with respect to all language
contexts this does not happen in the approach of 

 Timed Reduction Semantics
 Basic Process Calculus
In this paper as a worked case study we consider a variant of Milners CCS
Below we report its syntax As usual the set of atomic actions is denoted by A
its complementation by A and   A A is the invisible action Act  A A
ranged over by a b    is the set of visible actions and Act

 Act  fg
ranged over by  is the set of all actions Complementation is extended to
Act by a  a A durational function   Act  N

 associates to every action
a the time needed for its execution We assume that 
a  
a Process
variables used for recursive denitions are ranged over by x
Pure processes ranged over by e f    are the closed ie without free
variables and guarded ie variable x in a rec x e term can appear only
within summations terms generated by the grammar below
e 
X
iI

i
e
i



e j e



enfag



x



rec x e
  a



wait t with t  N

The indexing set I of guarded summation may be innite we sometimes use
inx 	 instead of summation in particular if I is a singleton we simply write
 e whereas in the case I   we write the sum as nil often we also write
e 	    if we are interested in a particular element of the summation We
only admit guarded summation as this simplies the analysis without losing
expressiveness However everything in this paper can be modied to handle
the more general use of summation
Notice that wait prexes are just syntactic sugar For instance wait t e
could be replaced by 
aniljaenfag for some action a which does not appear
in e and such that 
a  t One should interpret wait t e as being the timed
version of CCSs e
Timed processes or simply processes ranged over by

p q r    are the
terms
p  t  e



p j p



pnfag

With some abuse of notation we sometimes use p q r    to denote terms that can be
both pure and timed processes This happens when the same denition can be applied to
both the classes of terms

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where t  N

 A sort S 	 Act for a process p denoted by p  S is a set
of actions such that all a  S appears in p outside the scope of a restriction
nfag In the rest of this paper we concentrate on the set of processes p with
associated a sort S such that for every t  N

there are innitely many actions
a for which 
a  t and a a  S
 Structural Equivalence
Structural equivalence 
 is the smallest congruence over both timed and pure
processes which satises the following laws where p q r can be both timed
and pure processes

rec x e 
 erec x ex

nilnfag 
 nil pnfagnfbg 
 pnfbgnfag
pnfag j q 
 
p j qnfag if q  S and a a  S

pnfag 
 pbanfbg if p  S b b  S and 
a  
b

p j q 
 q j p p j 
q j r 
 
p j q j r p j nil 
 p

t  
e j f 
 t  e j t  f t  
enfag 
 
t  enfag
It is easy to show that using the structural equivalence 
 it is possible
to rewrite each process into a canonical form
s  t 
X
iI

i
e
i



s j s



snfag
We shall often present our constructions for processes in canonical form
Denition  Let p be a timed process Themaximal clock of p maxclock
p
is dened as follows
maxclock
t 
X
iI

i
e
i
 t
maxclock
p j qmax
maxclock
p maxclock
q
maxclock
pnfag maxclock
p
maxclock
p maxclock
q if p 
 q
 Reductions
Reduction relation describes the basic mechanism of interaction among pro
cesses Here we distinguish two types of reduction mechanisms

the untimed reduction denoted by p  p

 meaning that agent p can reduce
to agent p



the timed reduction denoted by p
t
 p

 meaning that agent p can reduce
to agent p

and that this reduction terminates at time t
We now discuss in detail the denition of the timed reduction relation the
untimed reduction can be easily obtained by stating that p  p

if and only
if p
t
 p

for some t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We distinguish three possible mechanisms of interactions they are all rep
resented by an axiom of the form
t

 
ae	    j t

 
af 	   
t
 t  
e j f
What makes the dierence among the three mechanisms is the constraint on
the time t at which the interaction occurs
The strongest requirement is that t  t

	
a and that t  t

	
a This
corresponds to requiring that actions re as soon as possible ie there is no
time passing between the execution of the actions in each parallel component
This kind of interaction and hence this kind of action is called eager and the
corresponding reduction relation is denoted by
t

E

A weaker constraint consists of requiring that t  max
t

 t

	
a In this
case the fastest process waits for the slowest but when both processes are
ready to interact no more time can pass This approach is called busywaiting
and the corresponding reduction relation is denoted by
t

B

The weakest requirement we consider is t  max
t

 t

 	 
a In this
case a pair of processes can delay the synchronization even when both are
ready to re the complementary actions in other words actions are lazy The
corresponding reduction relation is denoted by
t

L

The following axiom describes the reduction of wait prexes
t  
wait n e 	   
t

 t

 e
where t

 t 	 n in the eager and busy waiting case t

 t 	 n in the lazy
case


To conclude the description of the reduction relation we have to say how
reduction behaves underneath the remaining process combinators To this
purpose we distinguish two ways of behaving for parallel composition If we
allow illtimed computations ie computations that do not necessarily follow
the temporal order then the rule is as follows
p
t
 p

p j q
t
 p

j q
If only welltimed computations are considered the clause t  maxclock
q
should be added in all computations the timing of action occurrences follows
a temporal order
The remaining reduction rules are standard
p
t
 p

pnfag
t
 p

nfag
p 
 q q
t
 q

q


 p

p
t
 p

By combining the degrees of freedom in the denition of the reduction
relation including the possibility of having timed and untimed reductions we

The behaviour of wait prexes can be derived from the equivalent formulation given in
terms of parallel composition described previously
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t

 ae     j t

 af    
t
 t  e j f









t  t

 a  t

 a eager
t  maxt

 t

  a lazy
t  maxt

 t

  a busywaiting
t  wait n e   
t

 t

 e









t

 t a eager
t

 t a lazy
t

 t a busywaiting
p
t
 p

p j q
t
 p

j q
t  maxclockq if welltimed
p
t
 p

pnfag
t
 p

nfag
p  q q
t
 q

q

 p

p
t
 p

Table 
Rules for the reduction semantics
obtain  dierent reduction relations Here we identify a specic reduction
relation by indexing the reduction with its mode where the mode states if
the reduction is welltimed W or illtimed I and if it is eager E busy
waiting B or lazy L For instance
t

WL
indicates the welltimed lazy
timedreduction In what follows to avoid cumbersome notations we will use
p
t
 p

to indicate a generic timed reduction Moreover when only the
interaction mode is specied we mean that the reduction is valid for both the
welltimed and illtimed cases for instance p
t

L
q will be used to indicate
both p
t

IL
q and p
t

WL
q Similar notational conventions will be adopted
for the untimed reductions
Reduction rules are summarized in Table 
Proposition 

p
t

E
p

implies p
t

B
p

implies p
t

L
p

	

p
E
p

implies p
B
p

implies p
L
p


Proposition  If p
t

W
p

then maxclock
p  t and maxclock
p

  t
 Observability and Barbed Equivalences
 Observation Predicates
As it is the case in the context of reduction semantics natural and interesting
notions of behavioural equivalences are obtained by introducing observability

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criteria ie families of observation predicates which permit to observe cer
tain properties of processes Here we consider three families of observation
predicates

The observation predicate 
a
permits to observe whether a process can
interact with the environment by performing an action a

The observation predicate 
at
permits to observe whether a process can
interact with the environment by performing an action a the interaction
terminates at time t

The observation predicate  t permits to assign a timestamp to a process
This observation predicate is interesting only in the welltimed case
The denition of  t is very simple
p  t i maxclock
p  t
The denition of 
at
is more complex According to its intended meaning
p 
at
holds if and only if a synchronization between the agent p and the agent

t
aanil can occur and terminate at time t ie if pj
t
aanil
t

p

j t  nil
Hence the basic axiom has the form
t  
ae 	    
at

where t

 t	 
a in the eager case t

 t	 
a in the lazy and busywaiting
cases
Observation predicates are extended to process combinators For parallel
composition we have to spell out the dierence between welltimed and ill
timed More precisely we have
p 
at
p j q 
at
and we require t  maxclock
q in the welltimed case
The remaining rules are standard
p 
at
pnfbg 
at
if a  b b
p 
 q p 
at
q 
at
Finally p 
a
if and only if p 
at
for some t
We will index observation predicates 
at
 
a
with their mode to identify
the specic context of their use For instance 
WB
at
denotes the observation
predicate 
at
for the welltimed busywaiting reduction Moreover p 
E
at
will
be used to indicate both the predicates p 
WE
at
and p 
IE
at
 When it will be clear
from the context all the indexes of both reductions and observation predicates
will be omitted

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Four classes of observation predicates will be considered
O

 f
a
j a  Actg O

 f
at
j a  Act and t  Ng
O

 O

 f t j t  Ng O


 O

 f t j t  Ng
The other combinations of observables have been omitted since either they do
not allow to observe actions neither 
a
nor 
at
present or they are redundant
both 
a
and 
at
present Classes O

and O


are interesting only in the well
timed cases
The following proposition points out the tight relation between the ob
servation predicate 
at
and timed reduction This proposition holds both in
the welltimed and in the illtimed case for the eager busywaiting and lazy
reduction mechanisms
Proposition  Let p be a process Then p 
at
i
 pj
t
aae
t
 p

jte
for all pure processes e
In the eager case both welltimed and illtimed a similar proposition
holds where the untimed reductions are considered
Proposition  Let p be a process Then p 
E
at
i
 pj
t
aae
E
p

jte
for all pure processes e
 Barbed Bisimulation Congruences
We now introduce the notion of barbed bisimilarity 

Denition  Let

 be a labelled reduction relation 	 belongs to a set 
of labels and O a class of observation predicates A barbed bisimulation is
a relation R on processes such that p R q implies

for each p

 p

resp q

 q

 there is some q

 q

resp p

 p

 such
that p

R q

	

for each o  O o
p holds if and only if o
q holds
Two processes p and q are barbed bisimilar written p  q if p R q for some
barbed bisimulation R
Several barbed bisimulations can be dened depending on the choice of the
reduction relation

and of the family of observables As usual we represent
a specic relation by indexing it for instance 
WEt
represents the bisimi
larity corresponding to the welltimed eager timed paradigm with family of
observation predicates O


We are interested in the relation induced on pure processes and in the
congruence relation on pure processes induced by closing wrt a class of

Timed reductions are labelled by the timing of their occurrence whereas untimed reduc
tions are intended as labelled by a constant label
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contexts The contexts we consider are given below
C  t  



p j C



Cnfag
Denition  Let e and f be two pure processes

e and f are barbed bisimilar written e  f  if   e    f 

e and f are barbed congruent written e  f  if Ce  Cf  for each
context C
 Comparative Semantics
In this section we study the relationships among the dierent semantics we
introduced Let us ignore for the moment the case of untimed semantics with
the class O

of observables In all the three paradigms the relations between
the semantics are the same all the welltimed semantics coincide whereas
the illtimed semantics are divided in those corresponding to timed reductions
and those corresponding to untimed reductions The illtimed semantics with
timed reductions are stronger than both the welltimed semantics and the
illtimed semantics with untimed reductions whereas these two classes are
unrelated
Any barbed congruence which is based on either timed reductions or any
of the class of observables O

 O

 or O


 allow to distinguish processes that
are equated by the ordinary CCS strong equivalence



CCS
 To this purpose
let e  a j a and f  aa be pure processes Now consider p    e and
q    f  If timed reductions are used then p
a	
 p

a	
 p

whereas q cannot
perform this computation If 
at
is allowed then p  p


aa	
is possible
but q  q


aa	
is not possible
There are cases in which the semantics are incomparable with 
CCS
and
cases in which they are ner than 
CCS
 The semantics are incomparable
with 
CCS
in all those cases in which some reductions of a process that could
occur in CCS cannot occur in the timed context due to the presence of certain
conditions on local clocks This is the case for the eager paradigm consider
process

wait t b j bcnfbg
the synchronization between b and b cannot occur since the two components
have dierent clocks therefore this agent is equivalent to wait tnil whereas
the two agents are obviously not CCS equivalent This also happens in the
welltimed busywaiting approach consider wait t

 a j wait t

 b with t



t

 after the reduction corresponding to t

the reduction corresponding to
t

cannot occur This cut of reductions due to the presence of conditions
on the values of local clocks by the use of suitable contexts allows one to

For ordinary CCS strong equivalence we mean Milners strong bisimulation equivalence
	
 for CCS where clearly wait prexes have now to be intended as standard  prexes

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observe timing also in the cases of untimed semantics with observables O

u The main consequence is that these semantics turn out to coincide with
the corresponding untimed semantics with observables O

u
The semantics are ner than 
CCS
in all those cases where it is not possible
to forbid the occurrence of a reduction by the use of conditions on the local
clocks even if it is possible to delay it This happens in the lazy approach
both welltimed and illtimed and in the illtimed busywaiting approach
In these cases the untimed semantics with observable O

coincide with 
CCS

In this paper we will present the technical development only for few cases
and we refer to the full paper for the complete analysis In particular we focus
on the relations between the welltimed semantics
Following results are basic and easy to prove they state that if two pure
processes are barbed congruent wrt timed reduction then they are barbed
congruent also wrt untimed reduction Furthermore if two pure processes
are barbed congruent wrt a more informative class of observation predicates
then they are barbed congruent also wrt a less informative class Similar
relations hold in the illtimed case
Proposition 

Wt
	 
Wu

W
	 
W

W
	 
W

W
	 
W

W
	 
W
In most cases the proof strategy consists of constructing barbed bisimu
lations by considering powerful contexts as highlighted by proposition below
Proposition  
Wt
 
Wt

Wt
 
Wt
Proof Outline Half of the proof relies on Proposition 
Next we show that e 
Wt
f implies e 
Wt
f 
Given a sort S we associate to each a  S an action a
S
such that a
S
 a
S
 S
and for each a b  S a
S
 b
S
implies a  b Moreover we assume to have
distinguished actions k
S
and k
S
whose duration is  Dene R to be the
relation
R  f
p q j p q  S  maxclock
p  maxclock
q  n  p j U
n
S

Wt
q j U
n
S
g
where
U
n
S
   U
S
j   U
S
j    j n  U
S
j n  A
n mod 	
U
S

X
aS
aa
S
A
i
 k
Si
A
i	 mod 
j k
Si
U
S
for i   
Relation R is Wtbarbed bisimulation
Then we have that e 
Wt
f implies for each context C Ce j U
n
S

Wt
Cf  j U
n
S
 where n  maxclock
Ce  maxclock
Cf  and S is such that
Ce Cf   S Hence Ce 
Wt
Cf  for each C and so e 
Wt
f 

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The proof that e 
Wt
f implies e 
Wt
f has the same technical develop
ment obviously by denition of R if p R q then p  t i q  t 
Proposition  
Wt
 
Wt

Wt
 
Wt
By Proposition  and Proposition  all the barbed congruences with
timed reductions coincide in the welltimed case for the eager busywaiting
and lazy approaches Following propositions relate the timed congruences
with the corresponding untimed congruences
Proposition  
Wu
 
Wt

Wu
 
Wt

Wu
 
Wt
In the eager and busywaiting approaches also 
Wu
coincides with the
corresponding semantics with timed reductions namely 
Wt

Proposition 	 
WEu
 
WEt

WBu
 
WBt
In the lazy approach instead 
WLu
collapses to 
CCS
 and therefore
it is dierent from the other welltimed lazy semantics In fact let forget
be the obvious mapping which compiles timed processes into CCS processes
eg forget
wait t e  forget
e and forget
t  p  forget
p It is
straightforward to see that p 
L
p

i forget
p 
CCS
forget
p

 and that
p 
L
a
i forget
p 
CCS
a

Proposition 
 
WLu
 
CCS
Notice that in the illtimed case all the timed semantics are dierent from
all the untimed semantics here is the counterexample Consider processes
e  wait t

 nil and f  wait t

 nil with t

 t

 Then e 
Iu
f but
e 
It
f 
 SOS Semantics
In this section we provide alternative characterizations of the dierent barbed
congruences in terms of strong bisimulation over the labelled transition sys
tems induced by SOS rules
We start by considering the eager and lazy semantics whose models are
simpler Then we consider the busywaiting paradigm which presents some
additional problem
To represent timing of action occurrences labels of transitions are pairs
t where   Act

and t  N


According to the SOS method the transition relation is dened by induc
tion on the structure of the processes Here SOS rules are inductively dened
over processes in canonical form The behaviour of guarded summation is
explained by the two axioms
t  
ae 	   
at

 t

 e

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t  
wait n e	   
t

 t

 e
where t

 t	 
a resp t

 t	 n in the eager case t

 t	 
a resp t


t	 n in the lazy case
The structural rule of parallel composition discriminates between illtimed
and welltimed
p
t
 p

p j q
t
 p

j q
where the side condition t  maxclock
q is added in the welltimed case
The synchronization rule is the same in all the cases two processes may
synchronize provided that they perform complementary actions at the same
time
p
at
 p

q
at
 q

p j q
t
 p

j q

Notice that like in the reduction semantics the operational behaviour of wait
prexes can be derived from the other rules by considering wait te equivalent
to 
anil j aenfag for some action a which does not appear in e and whose
duration is t
The remaining structural rule is standard
p
t
 p

pnfag
t
 p

nfag
if   a a
Finally the following rule handles structural congruence
p 
 q q
t
 q

q


 p

p
t
 p

The rule for structural congruence is not a structural rule we have used it
here for sake of simplicity and to obtain rules as similar as possible to those
for the reduction semantics However this rule could be removed by adding
symmetric rules for parallel composition and synchronization and a new rule
for recursion
Table  summarizes SOS rules As usual to identify a specic SOS seman
tics we index labelled transitions with their mode
The transition system induced by the illtimed eager SOS rules is similar
to the transition system of 
 The dierences are that the latter includes
information about the duration of actions and the beginning time of transi
tions is observed instead of the completing time Moreover the behavioural
equivalence of 
 is based on branching bisimulation 
 rather than strong
bisimulation Instead the welltimed lazy SOS rules induce the labelled tran
sition system presented in 

The following proposition holds in the eager and lazy paradigms both
illtimed and welltimed

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t  ae    
at

 t

 e
where



t

 t a eager
t

 t a lazy
t  wait n e   
t

 t

 e
where



t

 t a eager
t

 t a lazy
p
t
 p

p j q
t
 p

j q
t  maxclockq if welltimed
p
at
 p

q
at
 q

p j q
t
 p

j q

p
t
 p

pnfag
t
 p

nfag
if   a a
p  q q
t
 q

q

 p

p
t
 p

Table 
SOS semantics eager and lazy rules
Lemma 	 If p
at
 p

then
p 
 

t

 ae	    j p

j p

j    j p
n
nfb

g    nfb
m
g
and
p


 
t  e j p

j p

j    j p
n
nfb

g    nfb
m
g
with a  b
i
for i       m and t

 t
a in the eager case and t

 t
a
in the lazy case
Proposition 	 Let p be a timed process Then

p
t
 p

i
 p
t
 p

	 and

p
at
 p

i
 p j t

 ae
t
 p

j t  e for all pure processes e and for all t

 N

such that t

 t 
a in the eager case and t

 t 
a in the lazy case
Corollary 	 p 
at
implies p
at
 p

for some p


We now introduce the standard notion of bisimulation
Denition 	 A relationR on timed processes is a bisimulation if whenever
p R q then

for each p
t
 p

there is some q
t
 q

with p

R q

	

for each q
t
 q

there is some p
t
 p

with p

R q



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Two timed processes p and q are bisimilar written p  q if p R q for some
bisimulation R Two pure processes e and f are bisimilar written e  f  if
  e    f 
Lemma 		 Relation  on pure processes is a congruence
The proof of this lemma is omitted since it is standard Examples of such
a proof can be found for instance in 

Proposition 	
 
E
 
Et

L
 
Lt
Proof OutlineThe proof that e  f implies e  f is simple by Lemma 
 is a congruence so it remains to show that e  f implies e  f or more
in general that p  q implies p  q This is a consequence of Proposition 
and Corollary 
The proof that e  f implies e  f is more complex We build a relation
R which contains all the pair of processes 
  e   f such that e  f  then
we show that R is a bisimulation hence e  f implies e  f 
Let S be such that p  S and q  S Let U
S
be the set of processes u such
that
u  u

j u

j    j u
n
with n   and u
i
 t
i
 
a
i
nil 	 
i
nil where 
i
are such that 
i
 
i
 S
and 
i
 
j
if i  j The role of these actions 
i
is to reveal whether in a
reduction p j u
t
 p

a synchronization with some component u
i
is performed
in this case in fact p



i
 Notice that u can also be empty for n   in
which case we assume p j u  p
Relation R is dened as follows
R  f
p q j maxclock
p  maxclock
q  p j u  q j uu  U
S
g
Since e  f implies   e j u    f j u for all u  U
S
 then e  f implies

  e   f  R 
The busywaiting case needs more explanation Its main reduction axiom
is
t

 
ae	    j t

 
af 	   
t
 t  
e j f
where t  max
t

 t

	 
a The intuitive idea is that two processes can syn
chronize when they perform complementary actions at the same time if one of
the two is able to execute such an action before the other then a form of busy
waiting is allowed This permits to model situations in which a faster pro
cess can wait for a slower partner However when both partners are ready to
synchronize the handshaking immediately happens

Thus while the slower

This notion of urgency of synchronizations is a weaker notion than the so called max
imal progress 
 where besides requiring synchronizations to happen as soon as
they can early actions can always disable later conicting actions Eg take the pro
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partner is always eager to perform its communicating action the faster pro
cess may delay the execution of its matching action in order to synchronize
For these reasons we have to consider three dierent kinds of experiments
in the SOS characterization of the busy waiting barbed congruence Lazy
experiments for visible actions p
at

L
p

 visible actions can be performed
with an arbitrary delay before their execution is started These delayed execu
tions model the situation in which the process responsible of their execution
is faster with respect to an hypothetic external slower partner Eager experi
ments for visible actions p
at

E
p

 visible actions can be performed with null
execution delay These executions model the inverse situation in which the
process responsible of their execution is slower with respect to a faster external
partner Finally invisible experiments p
t

B
p

 model urgent synchroniza
tions The SOS characterization of p
t

B
p

can be given by exploiting both
the lazy and the eager operational semantics The central rule is
p
at

E
p

q
at

L
q

p j q
t

B
p

j q

meaning that one of the two partners is always eager to synchronize while
the other processes may delay its execution The denition of bisimulation
follows
Denition 	 A relation R on timed processes is a busywaiting bisimula
tion also Bbisimulation if whenever p R q then

for each p
at

E
p

there is some q
at

E
q

with p

R q


for each p
at

L
p

there is some q
at

L
q

with p

R q


for each p
t

B
p

there is some q
t

B
q

with p

R q

	

for each q
at

E
q

there is some p
at

E
p

with p

R q


for each q
at

L
q

there is some p
at

L
p

with p

R q


for each q
t

B
q

there is some p
t

B
p

with p

R q


Two timed processes p and q are Bbisimilar written p 
B
q if p R q for
some Bbisimulation R Two pure processes e and f are Bbisimilar written
e 
B
f  if   e 
B
  f 
Proposition 	 
B
 
Bt
The labelled transition system induced by the illtimed busywaiting SOS
rules does not coincide with that dened in 
 However the charac
terization of the coarsest congruence contained in the so called performance
equivalence 
 which was left as an open problem is based on the labelled
transition system dened above 

cess a

bc j

bc j bnfbg both synchronizations on

b are allowed in our setting while the
synchronization with the

b caused by a is forbidden if maximal progress is assumed

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To handle untimed semantics it suces to abstract from the timing of
occurrence of  transitions Namely p

 p

if p
t
 p

for some t The
resulting notion of bisimulation is the obvious one If p R q then

for each p
at
 p

there is some q
at
 q

with p

R q



for each p

 p

there is some q

 q

with p

R q


and symmetrically for the transitions of q similarly for the busywaiting case
We denote the corresponding bisimilarity with 
u
eg 
ILu
is the relation
obtained by using illtimed lazy transitions
Proposition 	 
Iu
 
Iu
Notice that this does not hold in the welltimed case wait t

 nil and
wait t

 nil with t

 t

are 
Wu
but are not 
Wu

 Concluding Remarks
We developed a semantic framework to describe and reason about performance
sensitive semantics for process calculi The framework relies on the notions of
reduction and observability and has allowed to nicely motivate dierent design
decisions for modelling the passage of time on local clocks in terms of process
interaction mechanisms It is worth also noting that our framework smoothly
extends to deal with theories of timed mobile processes as 
 they consider
eager actions and local clocks are associated to the parallel components of
calculus processes 

The results of this paper provide the basis for a series of investigations
An interesting research theme is the generalization of our reduction frame
work to deal with duration functions which associate a random value to each
action The work by Walter Vogler on Petri Nets is also of great interest A
testing theory for Timed Petri Nets is proposed in 
 where the duration of
transitions may vary from execution to execution and is actually xed by the
tester This presents some similarities with the notion of observation predicate
presented in this paper We plan to report on this extension in future works
The technical treatment of actions actions have a duration distinguishes the
semantic theories we considered from other timed theories where actions are
durationless events It would also be of interest to see whether reduction se
mantics could be used to compare the relative expressive power of such timed
calculi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